PART Welcomes National Express

NATIONAL EXPRESS makes the trip to Guilford County on Friday, May 10 to present the 10th Anniversary of the PART Express service.

PART Express welcome National Express to Guilford County. The annual PART Express/NCPTA Bus Roadeo was held on Regional Road in Greensboro, NC. The event featured competition for bus operators with award categories including "Most Improved," "Most Improved Junior," and "Most Improved Senior." The event concluded on July 6th, 2013. PART Express wishes to express its gratitude to Brent for his commitment and important contributions to the transportation field throughout his career.

PART Express/National Express Bus Operator Places 3rd in 2013 Statewide Bus "Roadrace"

PART Express/National Express Bus Operator Places 3rd in 2013 Statewide Bus "Roadrace." The "Roadeo" was held on Regional Road in Greensboro, NC, gathering top transit drivers and coaches. The Group employs 40,000 people and operates over 21,000 vehicles. National Express buses, trains, light rail services and coaches serve more than 700 million journeys each year. Every year over 10,000 miles are driven to secure passengers safely in wheelchairs and operating over 70 public transit routes in the northeastern United States.

PART Express operator J.W. Gilley, a PART Express/National Express bus operator in 2013. Mr. Gilley was one of the top operators and their skills, also contributes to the growth and development of the transportation field throughout his career.

PART Express welcomes National Express as a new alternate commute option. The PART Express bus service has made a significant impact on the transportation field throughout his career.
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2013 TRIAD COMMUTE CHALLENGE

PART, along with Triad Air Awareness, hosted the 7th Annual Commute Challenge. The Challenge kicked off on April 6th with the PART’s Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program supporting a wide range of transportation options for commuters. The Challenge included telecommuting, walking, biking, carpooling, vanpooling and riding the PART bus. This option was designed to reduce congestion and provide a more efficient commute experience.
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Meet Brent McKinney, Retired Executive Director of PART

Brent McKinney, P.E., has a long and proud tradition as an active participant in the transportation field throughout his career. He has championed consistent contributions to the transportation field throughout his career. His knowledge, experience and leadership has been greatly valued. He has been an active advocate to the transportation profession. He has been an active advocate to the transportation profession. He has been an active advocate to the transportation profession. He has been an active advocate to the transportation profession. He has been an active advocate to the transportation profession.
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PART’s Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program supports a wide range of transportation options for commuters. The Program includes telecommuting, walking, biking, carpooling, vanpooling and riding the PART bus. This option was designed to reduce congestion and provide a more efficient commute experience.
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J.W. Gilley, a PART Express/National Express bus operator in 2013.

PART Express welcomes National Express as a new alternate commute option. The PART Express bus service has made a significant impact on the transportation field throughout his career. His knowledge, experience and leadership has been greatly valued. He has been an active advocate to the transportation profession.
Nearly citizens who will pledge to utilize alternative goal to reduce single occupancy operated vehicles of NOx emissions. The PART TDM program 26,124,996 vehicles miles traveled during FY2013 Vanpool / Carpool program has reduced over that have unmet needs for our traveling public.

Moving forward PART Express organization while enhancing our service delivery to our customers. PART Express has employed a passenger trip. PART Express has employed a obligations to allow for steady growth and budgets and maintaining conservative financial Piedmont Triad region; progress and opportunities emerged a stronger and more energized agency. has met all compliance review criteria and has=TOP STRENGTHS

E nergy Conservation – construction, Access to fresh food sources
A ccess to Excellent Health Care
S cenic and Recreational Resources
L ack of transportation options in Existing small businesses
E xcellent higher education
R obust volunteer and religious organizations that help create a sense of community
S trong volunteer & religious organizations that help create a sense of community
H ealthy & efficient transportation systems
I nterconnectedness – transportation systems of our member agencies are distributing goods and services to one another. The PART TDM program, in cooperation with state and federal levels. Regional Transportation Piedmont Triad Professionals Forums training related to Travel Demand Model Management, plan elements for government and private sector transportation systems. "systems"

Having been a PART Board member for many years I have seen many great Regional Programs that have contributed to the PART region over the last 30 years. From the PART Board Chair, I have seen many great programs that have emerged a stronger and more energized agency. has met all compliance review criteria and has

Piedmont Triad Authority

The PART Board of Trustees of the Authority selected Mr. Rhine has 23 years of transportation experience and has been Executive Director. (PART), selected the PART Board Chair, I have seen many great Regional Programs that have contributed to the PART region over the last 30 years. From the PART Board Chair, I have seen many great programs that have emerged a stronger and more energized agency. has met all compliance review criteria and has

TOP CHALLENGES

F armer Comm. of Rockingham Co.
A lamance County
R ownk County
A lamance County
T. Dianne Bellamy-Small
A ndrew M. Perkins, Jr.
L eonard Williams
J ake Alexander
R onnie K. Wall
A lbert D. Morris
K evin Austin
P aul Johnson
D an Besse
D on Truell
V ACANT

PART has experienced financial hardship over the years. In response to these challenges, PART has made several significant improvements to its infrastructure and operations, including the installation of new technology, the hiring of additional staff, and the implementation of new policies and procedures.
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